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and the History of Mentality, intellectuals' mentality has become the focus of the study. Unlike most of academ⁃
ic intellectuals since the Middle Ages in the West, intellectuals in ancient China tend to have multiple identi⁃
ties of critic, literati and officials. Whether officer or scholar, these identities all has an important influence on
the mentality of the intellectuals, and aesthetic appreciation is the external manifestation of this mentality in lit⁃
erature and art. Therefore, the understanding of the mentality of intellectuals is a key to understand Chinese
Classical Aesthetics. There are many factors influencing the mentality of intellectuals, the most important fac⁃
tors are politics and philosophy.
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How Can Chinese Aesthetics "Continue to Talk" from Zong Baihua and Zhu Guangqian？
Xiao Zhan, Chen Long
Abstract: Zong Baihua and Zhu Guangqian, as twin peaks of Chinese aesthetics, made great contribution
to the development of modern Chinese aesthetics. They initiated many theoretical horizons on the approach of
combining Chinese and Western cultures. However, their illuminating thoughts have been obstructed intention⁃
ally or unconsciously for some reasons. By comparing their theories, we attempt to select natural philosophy, ar⁃
tistic truth, ethics of "the other", universal pragmatics, and intersubjectivity as the contents of "continuing to
talk". Then we can furtherly investigate the norms of how to "continue to talk".
Keywords: objective idealism; transcendental idealism; the hermeneutics of nature; universal pragmatics;
intersubjectivity
Correlative Thinking in Chinese Aesthetics:
Reflections on Aesthetics in Qin and Han Dynasties
Ren Peng
Abstract：In the short history of development, Chinese Aesthetics research has made remarkable progress,
but the connotation of its "Aesthetics" still needs to be further explored. Based on the research of aesthetics in
Qin and Han Dynasties, "Correlative Thinking" is still suppressed at a relatively unimportant position, which
largely obscures the comprehension of the traditional pattern of sensual experience. Different from the popular
understanding, Correlative Thinking, as the fundamental thought method of traditional China, profoundly con⁃
tributes to various thoughts and actions. Correlative Thinking, which originated in early China, tended to flour⁃
ish in the Late Warring States Period and was fully matured in the Qin and Han Empire. In the historical con⁃
text, themes that related to "Aesthetics", such as things, perceptions and emotions, obtained their own specific
characteristics, and played a long and profound influence in the field of Aesthetics. This article starts from the
two aspects including the body as the aesthetic subject and the world as the aesthetic object, and try to depict
the picture of "Aesthetics" of China briefly reflected from the perspective of Correlative Thinking.
Keywords：Chinese aesthetics；correlative thinking；"Aesthetics"；Qin and Han Dynasty
Hu Shih's Argument on Reestablishing "Social Focus" And Its Alienation
Zheng Shiqu
Abstract: On the occasion of the anniversary of September 18 Incident, Hu Shih published an article of
Bitter Memories and Reflection. It put forward an important historic proposition that the urgent question was to
reestablish "social focus" to save the country. But it's regretful that Hu Shih gave himself up to the controversy
of "democracy and autocracy" later, and he deviated from his own original proposition unconsciously. His argu⁃
ment on "social focus" not only altered but also alienated to be a shallow preachment which only maintained
Kuomintang government as social focus. This alienation was not only related with Hu Shih's political demands
as liberals, but also an outcome of political changes that time.
Keywords: Hu Shih; social focus; reestablishing; alienation
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